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How to estimate age of
old bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus); by
tooth or pectoral flipper?
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Aleta A. Hohn4, Gretchen N. Lovewell5, Forrest M. Gomez1,
Cynthia R. Smith1, Daniel Garcia-Parraga6, Randall S. Wells7,
Celeste Parry1, Risa Daniels1, Sam H. Ridgway1

and Lori Schwacke8
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Multiple techniques have been used for estimating age in bottlenose dolphins

(Tursiops truncatus). The longest established technique is via counts of growth

later groups (GLGs) in the longitudinal section of an extracted mandibular tooth.

Previous studies to validate GLGs have primarily used younger dolphins (less than

16yrs old) due to the limited number of known age older animals. This study

assessed the accuracy of age estimates for bottlenose dolphins using both GLG

analysis and a newer technique, pectoral flipper radiography (PFR) for dolphins

ranging from 0 to 58yrs, with a majority of samples (70%) over 16yrs. GLGs were

assessed by two expert independent readers on tooth sections from 52 different

dolphins (85% over 16yrs, maximum age 58yrs), and assessments of PFRs were

performed by two experienced veterinarians on 37 dolphins (54% over 16yrs,

maximum age 54yrs). Results demonstrated both techniques became less

accurate in older dolphins, particularly those > 30yrs, with errors as large as

37yrs for GLG estimates. The root mean squared error (RMSE) for age estimation

using GLGs for dolphins ≤15 years of age was 1.46yrs compared to 1.58yrs using

PFRs demonstrating the accuracy of both techniques in this age bracket. For

dolphins >30yrs, RMSE increased to 17yrs in GLG aging and 8.25yrs in PFR.

Challenges in obtaining accurate age estimates in GLGs were primarily due to

sectioning and staining difficulties in visualizing the newest GLG layers, in the very

old animals. Complications in reading the layers included obtaining a good

section, the presence of accessory layers, GLG compression, and tooth

curvature or wear removing the neonatal line influencing aging biases. In

pectoral flipper aging, the primary challenge was obtaining a true dorsoventral

radiograph in a live dolphin during a health assessment, as well as the subjective

assessment of scoring and reliance on degenerative changes accurately estimate

age in geriatric dolphins. While access to the radiography equipment can be a

limiting factor, the improved accuracy for age estimation in adult dolphins, the
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less invasive nature, and reduced processing time to results make pectoral

radiography a preferred alternative technique for estimating age in live dolphins.
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Introduction

Accurate knowledge of age is important for understanding

population demographics and interpreting biological data. In

marine mammals, age estimation can be challenging, particularly

in species with a long life span that show minimal external signs of

aging and for which growth slows or ceases as they approach

adulthood (Read et al., 2018). In live-stranded individuals,

knowledge of age can be paramount in the decision to release,

attempt to rehabilitate, or euthanize (Moore et al., 2007). In

addition, during mass stranding or unusual mortality events,

determining the demographic groups affected can help to

understand the underlying factors for mortality and the potential

consequences for the population (Calzada et al., 1994). Age

estimates at sexual maturation are important for predicting

population dynamics and recovery (Schwacke et al., 2022). In

bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus), growth models have

established sexual dimorphism with adult males being larger than

females (Read et al., 1993; Stolen et al., 2002), and multiple phases of

growth, including a rapid increase around the age of sexual maturity

(Mcfee et al., 2010). Consequently, total straight length can be

roughly used as an indicator of categorical age class (calf<200cm vs

subadult 200-240cm vs adult >240cm); however it is less useful for

estimating chronological age, particularly following sexual maturity

when growth rate approaches zero (Mcfee and Hopkins-

Murphy, 2002).

Determining the age of dolphins via tooth examination has

been explored since the first dolphins were successfully maintained

under human care in the 1950’s. Dentine analysis was first used to

age striped dolphins (Stenella coeruleoalba) in 1953 and then

applied to bottlenose dolphins five years later (Nishiwaki and

Yagi, 1953; Sergeant, 1959; Scheffer and Myrick, 1980). Scientific

and veterinary research developed methods to extract a tooth from

a live dolphin under local anesthesia, section the tooth and count

the growth layer groups (GLGs) to provide an indication of age

(Sergeant et al., 1973; Ridgway et al., 1975). Numerous studies have

been performed to understand the timing of dentine deposits in

odontocete teeth, determining the annual deposition by extracting

multiple teeth from the same individual at defined time periods

(Perrin and Myrick, 1980; Myrick Jr et al., 1984; Hohn et al., 1989).

It is important to denote that GLGs do not automatically represent

annual layers with specific exceptions (such as the first layer or

accessory layers) described, however the repetitive pattern of a

growth layer group is understood to be representative of a single
02
year of growth, within context of other dental anatomy (Figure 1)

(Hohn et al., 1989). In some species such as the Franciscana dolphin

(Pontoporia blainvillei) there is value in including cementum in the

tooth reads, even though comparison of dentine and cementum

found dentine to be more accurate (Kasuya and Brownell Jr, 1979).

In other species such as (Steno bredanensis) regular growth layers

are present in both dentine and cementum (Miyazaki, 1980). For

Tursiops truncatus cementum has been found to be inconsistent

and while there is value in some specific cases generally it is too thin

to be included in most Tursiops truncatus age estimates (Myrick

et al., 1990; Klevezal, 1996).

There is a vast body of literature documenting the progression

of the GLG aging technique, applying the results of GLG ages to

biological data (Hui, 1978; Hohn and Fernandez, 1999; Read et al.,

2018), but also acknowledging its limitations. It has been widely

accepted that GLG layers are deposited annually despite early

publications that acknowledged the unpredictability of the

dentine deposition when more than 15 GLGs are present (Hui,

1980). Historically, studies concluded the maximum dolphin

lifespan to be 25 years of age based on GLG layers (Sergeant

et al., 1973). However, more recent GLG studies with improved

section preparation, the longevity of dolphins in human care, and

longitudinal photo-identification studies of a wild dolphin

population demonstrate dolphins can live far past 25 years with

lifespans extending beyond 60 years (Hohn and Fernandez, 1999;

Venn-Watson et al., 2011; Wells, 2014). The factors driving the

deposition are currently unknown, however seasonal changes,

nutrition, growth rate and health status are likely to influence the

rate of deposition. It is unknown whether the deposition of growth

layer groups slows down once a dolphin’s growth has slowed and

maximum length is approached, however theoretically, GLGs

should continue to be deposited as long as the tooth pulp cavity

remains open (Figure 2).

Validation of the GLG technique has not previously been

possible in dolphins over 16 years of age due to a lack of samples

available from known aged dolphins (Hohn et al., 1989). Despite

the well-documented limitations of tooth aging, GLG tooth aging

remains the primary method to estimate the age of wild bottlenose

dolphins due to the insufficiency of alternative aging techniques.

Alternative methods to estimate age have included morphometrics

such as total straight length, however the asymptotic nature of

dolphin growth curves results in length being an inaccurate

assessment of age in older animals (Mcfee et al., 2012). More

recently, dental radiography was demonstrated as a viable
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alternative to tooth extraction, however accuracy in age estimation

decreased significantly in dolphins > 11 years of age, therefore this

technique could not be used across the dolphin’s full lifespan

(Herrman et al., 2020). Bone density was extensively researched

but unfortunately did not provide an accurate correlation with age

(Powell et al., 2019). Pectoral flipper radiography is highly

accurate in young animals up to adulthood, but relies upon

degenerative osteoarthritic changes to accurately estimate age in

older individuals when all bone growth plates are fully

consolidated. Therefore flipper radiography becomes more

subjective in dolphins >25 years of age (Barratclough et al.,

2019a) (Figure 3). Epigenetics via DNA methylation is a

promising new technology to accurately estimate age, and may

be applicable across the dolphin’s lifespan (Barratclough et al.,

2021; Peters et al., 2022).

The primary objective of this study was to examine the accuracy

of the two aging techniques (dentinal GLG and pectoral flipper

radiography) in dolphins confirmed to be older than 15 years of age.

The second objective was the application of the previously

established PFR technique for real time age estimates during

dolphin health assessments. Understanding the uncertainty in age

estimates from the two techniques across the dolphin lifespan will

aid in interpretation and application of estimates for future

population demographic analyses, and for decisions related to

management of live-stranded cetaceans.
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
Methods

Tooth aging

Fifty-two teeth were obtained via standard extraction procedure

during necropsy at the Navy Marine Mammal Program (n=27) and

the Mote Marine Laboratory Stranding Investigations Program

(SIP) (n=25). Of the 52 teeth examined in this study, 23 were

from females and 29 were from males. The Navy Marine Mammal

Program (MMP) was established in 1959; dolphins acquired for the

program had their ages estimated via tooth GLGs and

morphometrics (Ridgway et al., 1975). Dolphins born at the

MMP are of exact known age, currently up to 38 years. Samples

from these animals provide the opportunity to validate the tooth

aging technique in dolphins > 16 years old (Venn-Watson et al.,

2015). From the 27 MMP teeth, seven dolphins were born at the

program and were of exact known age. The remaining 20 animals

were of known minimum age, i.e. they were not born at the program

but had been part of the program for a specific number of years and

are referred to as inferred age. Minimum age (time at the MMP) for

these 20 individuals ranged from 21 – 47 years with estimated ages

at the time of entry ranging from 4-9 years.

In Sarasota Bay, Florida, wild dolphins have been monitored by

the Sarasota Dolphin Research Program through tagging, photo-

identification surveys and veterinary health assessments since 1970

allowing documentation of wild dolphins estimated to be > 50 years

of age (Wells et al., 1987; Scott et al., 1990; Wells and Scott, 1999;

Wells, 2014; Barratclough et al., 2019b). Of the 25 stranded Sarasota

dolphins, collected by SIP for necropsy 10 animals had been sighted

as young calves and had known year of birth. The remaining 15

animals had inferred age estimates provided from first the known

sighting as an adult (as early as 1975) providing a known minimum

age or from previous tooth extraction and GLG age.

Inferred ages for the 52 teeth ranged from six to 58 years. Where

possible, tooth 13-18 was extracted; however, due to tooth wear or

missing teeth, this was not always possible. Teeth were submitted
FIGURE 2

A 58 year old female bottlenose dolphin tooth section. Only 22 GLG
are clearly visible highlighting the challenges of aging old dolphins
via this technique. Image courtesy of W. McFee.
FIGURE 1

Dental anatomy to facilitate the tooth aging via GLG counting.
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for sectioning and staining to either W. McFee (n=22) at NOAA’s

Hollings Marine Laboratory, South Carolina or A. Hohn at NOAA’s

Southeast Fisheries Science Center, Beaufort, North Carolina

(n=30). Samples were processed according to standardized

techniques as described below with the method adapted from the

protocol established at the NOAA Southwest Fisheries Science

Center and based on previous publications (Sergeant, 1959;

Sergeant et al., 1973; Hohn, 1980; Wainwright and Walker, 1988;

Hohn et al., 1989; Myrick et al., 1990; Hohn and Fernandez, 1999;

Mcfee et al., 2012). Dentinal GLGs were assessed throughout this

study, cementum GLGs were not examined, hereafter GLGs is

referring to dentinal GLGs unless otherwise stated.

Thick sectioning was performed using a Buehler ® Isomet™

Low Speed Saw (Lake Bluff, Illinois, USA) and diamond wafer blade.

RDO decalcifying agent was applied to the wedged tooth section

until the wedge was pliable for the full section then rinsed in water

for a minimum of 12 hours. Thin sectioning was performed using a

Leica SM 2000R (Nussloch, Germany) sledge microtome with a

Physitemp thermoelectric freezing stage (Clifton, New Jersey, USA).

The thin sections were individually stained using Harris’ or Mayer’s

hematoxylin prior to mounting on a slide for microscopic review.

W. McFee provided an initial blind review. The slides were then

submitted to M. Stolen (BWRI) for a second blind review. The two

readers provided age estimates read to the nearest 0.25 GLGs for

animals with fewer than three GLGs and the nearest 0.5 GLGs for

greater than three GLGs. Ideally readings that vary by more than 3

GLGs should require a new tooth section and a repeat of the

process, however a second tooth was not available for the archived

cases. For every tooth, an average score was produced based on the

three readings 1 week apart by each reader. The final score and age

assigned to the GLG was calculated by combing each of the readers

final estimates and dividing this by two. Readers evaluated each

tooth and made notes on curvature, excessive wear, and the

presence of pulp stones. Digital photographs of the slides made
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
by W. McFee were also provided to A. Hohn (NOAA) for an

opinion on reading quality of the tooth sections.pt?>
Pectoral flipper radiography

A total of 37 pectoral flipper radiographs (PFR) were obtained

from 36 dolphins; 12 from MMP dolphins, 10 from Sarasota health

assessments and 15 from stranded dolphins in Sarasota Bay,

following previously published techniques (Barratclough et al.,

2019a). Radiographs can be taken of either flipper and a dorsal

ventral view of the flipper including the distal radius to the distal

phalanges (Figure 2). Of the 37 radiographs 13 were from females

and 24 were from males. Of the 12 MMP dolphins, nine were

known age from observed birth. Two had age estimated between 2-4

years of age based on morphometrics at the time of acquisition and

one animal was estimated as 3yrs by GLG. Of the 25 Sarasota cases,

20 were known age from observed birth and five were known

minimum age. In addition, 10 pectoral flipper radiographs were

taken during 2019 and 2022 Sarasota Bay live dolphin health

assessments, with one individual radiographed in both 2019 and

2022. Nine of these cases had known age and one individual was

known minimum age. Of the 15 stranded cases, six were of known

age and four had previous sighting data providing a minimum age

estimate. Figure 4 depicts four radiographs with suggested scores for

the growth plates and the given ages of the different stages allowing

depiction of the predicted sequential changes in growth plate

closure over time.

Radiographs were obtained as part of routine animal care under

the authorization of U.S. Code, Title 10, USC 7524. Secretary of Navy

Instruction 3900.41H directs that Navy marine mammals be provided

the highest quality of care. The U.S. Navy Marine Mammal Program

(MMP), Naval Information Warfare Center (NIWC) Pacific, houses

and cares for a population of bottlenose dolphins and California sea

lions in San Diego Bay (CA, USA). The MMP is accredited by

AAALAC International and adheres to the national standards of the

U.S. Public Health Service Policy on the Humane Care and Use of

Laboratory Animals and the AnimalWelfare Act. Pectoral flipper bone

maturation scores were assigned independently by two blind reviewers,

both marine mammal veterinarians with experience of the previously

published technique (A.Barratclough and D. Garcia-Parraga). The

established methodology requires a score of -1 to 8 to be applied to

16 different anatomic locations within the pectoral flipper with each

score denoting the degree of development of the growth plate

(Barratclough et al., 2019a). The metaphyseal region of the radius

and ulna are the most informative along with the proximal and distal

epiphysis of metacarpals II and III. The sex-specific equations reported

by Barratclough et al. (2019a) were applied to predict the chronological

age:

Female Model :  Age 

= 0:000038(Score)3 –  0:001939(Score)2

+  0:110107(Score)  –  0:251734
FIGURE 3

A pectoral flipper radiograph demonstrating the open physeal plates
present in a young sexually immature dolphin. The scores for each of
the 16 locations are provided on the radiograph. L, Left pectoral flipper.
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Male Model :  Age 

= 0:0000293(Score)3 –  0:0010975(Score)2

+  0:1462751(Score)  –  1:0465702

Sex-specific equations are required due to the different growth

rates between male and female bottlenose dolphins and the different
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
ages at which sexual and skeletal maturity occur. For example

closure of the female radius growth plate is expected at 6-8 years

whereas in males this does not occur until 10-12 years. By including

16 different scoring locations, the accuracy of age prediction is

improved. Scores from the two reviewers were combined to provide

an average age estimation for each individual. The known ages of

the animals included for pectoral radiographs ranged from 0 – 58

years of age.
Data analyses

As archived tooth samples were used in this study, it was

generally not possible to obtain both a radiograph and a tooth

sample from the same individuals. There were eight dolphins which

had both age estimation methods applied but the tooth extraction

and PFR did not occur at the same age (one method performed

several years before the other). Subsequently, analyses to assess the

accuracy of GLG and PFR estimates were conducted separately

using the two different sample sets.

The samples were stratified into three age categories: ≤15 years;

16-30 years; and > 30 years to facilitate comparison between the two

sample sets. Error was calculated as the absolute difference between

the actual and estimated ages, and proportional error as this value

divided by the actual age. Root-mean-square error (RMSE) was

calculated as the square root of the average of the squared

differences. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to

examine the potential influence of sex (male/female) and

population (Sarasota/MMP) on errors. All statistical analyses were

performed using R Studio version 4.2.1. The Metrics package was

used to calculate the RMSE.
Results

Tooth aging

Themedian absolute error between the average age estimate from

GLGs and the actual age increased with age category from 0.5 years in

dolphins ≤15 years of age and up to 11.5 years in dolphins >30 years.

The proportional error ranged from 0.0 to 0.60 (Table 1). The

difference between the average estimate from the two readers

ranged from 0 to 23 years. The scoring results are provided in

Supplementary Materials. Of the 52 teeth reviewed digitally by A.

Hohn, five were determined to be too poor quality to assess age

accurately. It was recommended that these cases had new teeth

sectioned and processed as the area above the pulp cavity was

difficult to view. Unfortunately a duplicate sample was not available

therefore these five cases were kept within the dataset as their margin

of error was low in comparison to other specimens and their sections

likely representative of the challenges of tooth sectioning. The RMSE

for dolphins ≤15 years of age was 1.46 years increasing to 17 years of

age for dolphins over the age of 30 (Table 1). ANOVA results did not

find evidence that sex (p = 0.74) or population (p = 0.41) influenced

errors, but differences among age categories were highly significant

(p = 0.000007). Notes on the curvature and wear of each tooth found
FIGURE 4

Example of the PFR scoring technique applied to four known age
female radiographs.
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2/27MMP teeth to be very curved with no excessive wear reported. In

Sarasota wear was reported in 3/25 teeth, but no curvatures reported.

Three Sarasota teeth also had pulp stones observed. Four teeth were

from dolphins first sighted as adults therefore, only a known

minimum age was available, so these were not included in the

boxplot analysis.
Pectoral flipper radiography

The median absolute error between the average of the two

radiograph scores and the actual age also increased with age

category from 0.04 years in dolphins ≤15 years and up to 4.0 in

dolphins >30 years of age. The difference in age estimation between

the two reviewers ranged from 0 years to 10.2 years. PFR scoring

results are presented in Supplementary Materials. RMSE error

ranges from 3 months in those< 5 years and increases to +/- 5

years when >20 years of age. Of the 37 radiographs, age estimates

were available for 30 cases (with known minimum age on 7 cases),

PFR age estimates were within the expected RMSE in 70% of cases.

The nine cases with RMSE > 4 years from the estimated age were all

over 28 years of age with some as old as 57 years. For the

radiographs included in this study we had one outlier which is a

known age dolphin F123 from Sarasota who was known to be 22

years of age however the radiograph appeared much older at

approximately 45 years of age. The RMSE for dolphins ≤15 years

of age was 1.58 years and for dolphins >30 years of age was 8.25

years with all age categories presented in Table 1. ANOVA results

showed sex (p=0.39) and location (p=0.07) not to influence results

with age class (p=0.001) having significant influence on the

accuracy of age prediction.
Comparison of techniques

Scatter plots comparing the actual age with the predicted age for

each method demonstrate the increased variance with age and the

lack of difference between the two populations (Navy in blue and

Sarasota in orange, Figure 5). Box plots of errors for the three

different age categories (<15 years, 16-30 years and >30 years) show

accurate predictions in the<15 year category with increases in

variance observed with increasing age for both GLG and PFR
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(Figure 6). GLG errors in the >30 year age class not only had a

wide range but were negatively biased (Figure 6).
Discussion

Accuracy of age estimates in dolphins has been extensively

researched, but prior studies have primarily used samples from

younger dolphins for which age was definitively known from an

observed birth (Kimura, 1980; Hohn et al., 1989; Barratclough et al.,

2019a). Our study was the first to focus on assessing the accuracy of

predictions for older dolphins (> 16 years), and our results

demonstrates increased error in age estimates for older age

classes. The largest errors were observed for dolphins in the 30+

age group, with maximum errors of 37 years and 23 years for GLG

and PFR, respectively.
GLG technique

Over the last 30 years, numerous studies have been published

on wild dolphins that use age estimates from GLGs to interpret

biological data, determine age demographics, and to model age-

specific survival (Stolen and Barlow, 2003; Mattson et al., 2006;

Mcfee and Lipscomb, 2009; Wells, 2014; Schwacke et al., 2017;

Mccormack et al., 2021). The results of this study provide evidence

of negative age bias through both methods when estimating age in

older dolphins (Figure 6). The cause of the bias is not completely

understood. The likely primary source of error in obtaining an

accurate estimate of age from GLGs is sections that do not fully

include the compressed GLGs around the pulp cavity (for example,

see Figure 7). In older animals, the correct orientation of the section

relative to the pulp cavity is essential; obtaining such sections is

affected by whether the tooth is curved or twisted or the actual

location of small pulp cavity in a tooth. Excessive tooth wear in

older dolphins can also impact GLG accuracy. It is not unusual that

more than one tooth from each individual be sectioned, which was

not possible in the current study using single archived samples. The

open pulp cavity observed in the older MMP dolphins (Figure 2)

demonstrates the capacity to continue depositing GLGs into old

age, therefore with precise sectioning it is theoretically possible to

use this technique in older dolphins. The challenges of achieving
TABLE 1 Comparison of median error by age group estimated by growth layer group (GLG) analysis and pectoral flipper radiography (PFR). Values in
parentheses are minimum and maximum.

Age Range Number of Samples Absolute error (years) Proportional Error RMSE

GLG Pec Rad GLG Pec Rad GLG Pec Rad GLG Pec Rad

< 15 years 9 17 0.5(0-2.95) 0.04 (0.0-4.1)
0.1

(0.0-0.3)
0.0

(0.0-0.4)
1.46 1.58

16-30 years 20 8 2.5(0.5-13.5) 1.1 (0.8-23.6)
0.1

(0.0-0.6)
0.0

(0.0–0.5)
6.34 5.11

30+ years 19 12 11.5 (0.5-37.0) 4.0 (0.8-21.2)
0.31

(0.02-0.6)
0.1

(0.0–0.6)
17.0 8.25
fro
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this precise section make the GLG technique highly specialized and

not always obtainable.

Deviations in tooth formation, potentially influenced by disease

or environment, could also influence the accuracy of GLG aging.

Varying dental pathologies, which could interfere with GLG counts,

have been recorded in wild dolphins with conditions ranging from

amelogenesis imperfecta, tooth impaction, accessory roots and

dental caries (Brooks and Anderson, 1998). Dental disease in

bottlenose dolphins in managed care has also been reported even

with great lengths taken to maintain oral health (Meegan, 2016). It

is possible that layer deposition could be influenced by nutrition,

activity level, health status or environment, leading to variation in

tooth formation or wear that compounds over time. Previous

studies have documented mineral density dentinal markers

associated with nutritional stress in short-finned pilot whales
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
(Globicephala macrorhynchus) and Peruvian dusky dolphins

(Lagenorhynchus obscurus) (Manzanilla, 1989; Lockyer, 1993).

Given this, we might expect to see disparity in GLG estimation

errors between managed and wild populations due to the differences

in diet consistency, types of prey, nutritional quality or seasonal

variability of prey. Fresh live fish being actively caught vs hand

feeding of (thawed) frozen dead fish could also impact tooth wear

(Ardente et al., 2017). Indeed, we noted that wild dolphin teeth

appeared more worn for a given age than MMP teeth. However,

despite these differences in feeding and tooth wear, we did not find

evidence for a difference in the accuracy of GLG estimates between

the two cohorts (p=0.41).

This study also explored potential sex-related differences in

GLG error. Females live longer than males and also reach a lower

asymptotic length at a faster rate, therefore it is possible the rate of

GLG deposition could vary between sexes (Mcfee et al., 2010). In

addition, data suggest variation in growth rates, skeletal maturity,

possible additional GLG layers post parturition and lactation, and

life expectancy variations between sexes (Klevezal and Myrick Jr,

1984; Read et al., 1993). However, our results did not indicate an

influence of sex on GLG age (p=0.74).

Several additional factors which could influence the accuracy of

the results include tooth quality and selection. In 1975, Ridgway

et al. highlighted the best technique for extracting a dolphin’s tooth

in a live animal (Ridgway et al., 1975). Lower jaw teeth 13-18 are
A

B

FIGURE 5

Scatter plots of Inferred age versus Estimated age for (A) Tooth
growth layer group analysis, (B) Pectoral Flipper Radiography.
Dolphins from the Navy Marine Mammal program are represented in
blue and dolphins from Sarasota Bay are in orange. Dashed 45° line
represents exact agreement.
A

B

FIGURE 6

Boxplots of prediction error grouped by age range for (A) tooth
growth layer group (GLG) age estimates, and (B) pectoral flipper
radiography (PFR) age estimates. Boxes represent interquartile range,
line within boxes represents median, whiskers represent non-outlier
range, and points represent outliers.
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recommended as the primary teeth for aging due to their minimal

wear and straight appearance, with rostral teeth more likely to be

worn and caudal teeth more likely to be curved. Elliptical teeth are

more challenging to age as they cannot be cross sectioned and read

as a single piece (Figure 8). Previous studies have confirmed the lack

of variation between left and right, mandibular and maxillary tooth

ages when compared from the same animal (Hui, 1980). However,

differences were observed between teeth from the same individual

between anterior and posterior teeth, with anterior teeth ceasing the

deposition of dentine after approximately 10-12 GLGs were

deposited however the posterior teeth could deposit up to 15. Hui

(1978) concluded that posterior teeth are more reliable indicators of

age and may allow a minimum age greater than 15 to be estimated.

Not all teeth included in this study followed Ridgway’s

recommendation of mandibular tooth 13-18 primarily due to

accessibility, availability or in the older wild animals worn teeth.

The variation in which teeth were extracted and the subsequent

elliptical nature of some teeth could have influenced the accuracy of

the age estimates produced. For future reference standardizing

tooth selection is recommended, and where possible obtaining

multiple teeth to account for any sectioning challenges is advised.

Recommended storage is either dry at room temperature or in 70%

ethanol. Freezing is not recommended due to the risk of tooth

cracking. This study cannot address discrepancies between teeth

that were extracted from live vs deceased dolphins as all teeth

included in the study were extracted post-mortem.

There has been ample discussion regarding the influence of

preparation methodology on age estimation in marine mammals

(Perrin and Myrick, 1980), particularly on the inaccuracy of using

unstained sections compared to stained sections with differences in

age estimates between the techniques reaching 31 years (Hohn and

Fernandez, 1999). Subsequently, standardized sectioning and
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
staining has been recommended to ensure GLG reading accuracy.

In addition, experienced readers are essential when interpreting

GLGs, as errors such as misidentification of early deposited GLG

layers or accessory layers can lead to inaccurate results even in

young animals (Kimura, 1980). Species-specific differences warrant

inclusion or exclusion of cementum GLG counts. For example,

harbor porpoise, Phocoena phocoena, did not have a regular

layering pattern in cementum (Grue-Nielsen, 1972) whereas in

Stenella attenuata, Stenella coeruleoalba and South Asian river

dolphins (Platanista gangetica minor and P. g. gangetica)

cementum was found to be of value (Kasuya, 1976; Lockyer and

Braulik, 2014), and in Franciscana dolphins only a couple of

dentinal GLGs are deposited, after which cemental layers must be

used (Pinedo and Hohn, 2000). Cemental GLGs have not routinely

been used for age estimation in bottlenose dolphins which is why

they were not included in this study however they are of value in

other odontocetes (Kasuya et al., 1988; Amano et al., 2014). Other

factors such as enlarged pulp cavities in younger animals or pulp

stones can also cause compression of GLGs leading to reading

errors (Hohn et al., 1989). It has been noted that during later years

dentinal deposition shifts from primary to secondary with irregular

deposition in some cases and a 20 year discrepancy has been

observed between age estimates (Hohn and Fernandez, 1999). An

additional challenge in the application of this technique to older

animals is the small amount of dentine deposited in older animals

resulting in very thin annular layers (Hohn et al., 1989). The

possibility of the time frame of GLG shifting to biannually was

explored in the beluga whale (Delphinapterus leucas) with the

conclusion that inter-reader variability was more likely than two

GLGs per year (Waugh et al., 2018). However, too few older animals

with known age has resulted in GLGs in belugas only being

validated up to 23 years of age (Lockyer et al., 2007).

The methodology of storage, sectioning and staining performed

in this research has been well established by multiple scientists over

several decades (Sergeant, 1959; Sergeant et al., 1973; Hohn, 1980;

Wainwright and Walker, 1988; Hohn et al., 1989; Myrick et al.,
FIGURE 8

A tooth from an adult male dolphin demonstrating the potential
elliptical curvature which can make aging via GLG more challenging.
Image courtesy of W. McFee.
FIGURE 7

Tooth cross section highlighting the area where the GLG counts are
produced and the level of detail and perfect cross-section required
to view the newest layers. Image courtesy of A. Hohn.
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1990; Hohn and Fernandez, 1999; Mcfee et al., 2012). Nevertheless,

there were still tooth sections that did not stain well and could have

been improved upon to ensure accurate reads. This highlights the

challenging nature of this technique and the need to extract

multiple teeth where possible to allow for multiple sections. We

also highly recommend having the actual slides in hand to estimate

the age via GLGs rather than digital images, as having the actual

slides allows the reader to magnify sections that are otherwise

difficult to read. Some of the teeth sectioned contained “pulp

stones” as demonstrated in Figure 9 however none of these three

teeth were those with larger errors. The teeth with the greatest

errors were actually described as clear on section but did have some

curvatures which demonstrates the need to try and select straight

teeth from number 13-18 where possible as this could influence the

accuracy of the age estimate. A scoring system similar to that used

for the radiographs that indicated a reader’s expectation of the

reliability of an age estimate from a particular tooth section may

also be useful as some tooth sections were noted to be sub-par.
Potential impact of glg error on life
history analyses

Although our study confirms GLG estimates for dolphins 16

years or older were inaccurate, the actual age for samples with 16 or

more GLG layers was always above 16 years. With this in mind, we

can confidently state that a reading of 16 or more GLGs provides a

lower bound for the dolphin’s actual age (i.e. at least 16 years). This

is important because numerous prior studies have relied at least

partially on GLG age estimates to investigate various aspects of life-

history and population dynamics in bottlenose dolphins (Wells

et al., 1987; Wells, 2014). While exact age may not be known, the

longitudinal life history data and the known time since GLG was

performed can still inform a known minimum age with the

potential for the individual to be older than expected. Growth

patterns have been investigated using functional forms such as

logistic or Gompertz functions fitted to GLGs versus length to

model a growth rate that decreases as length increases and
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approaches zero at some asymptotic length. However, the growth

analyses have consistently shown that asymptotic length is reached

between 12-15 years of age in both males and females (Read et al.,

1993; Fernandez and Hohn, 1998; Stolen and Barlow, 2003; Mattson

et al., 2006; Mcfee et al., 2010), ages that can be estimated quite

accurately from GLGs. In addition, since dolphins with GLG

estimates above 16 are almost certainly at least 16 years old, the

inaccuracies in GLG estimates would only affect samples for

dolphins that have reached asymptotic length; therefore there

would be negligible impact on estimated growth functions.

Age estimated from GLG analyses have also been applied for

modeling age-specific survival in bottlenose dolphins by fitting a

Siler competing risk function to age-at-death data (Siler, 1979;

Stolen and Barlow, 2003; Schwacke et al., 2017; Schwacke et al.,

2022). The Siler model uses a continuous function to estimate

mortality risk as three competing components: an exponentially

decreasing risk up to about five years of age due to juvenile factors, a

constant risk experience by all age classes, and an exponentially

increasing risk beginning at around 20 years of age due to

senescence (Schwacke et al., 2017). GLG estimation errors as we

observed could affect estimation of the senescent risk, but juvenile

risk would be unaffected and the median age at death estimates

(nine and 16 years for males and females, respectively) would not be

affected. For survival estimates above 16 years, the impact would

likely be small for any single year class, but overall the negatively

biased estimates could have a significant influence on estimates of

longevity. Schwacke et al. (2017) estimated cumulative survival

probability to be very close to zero by the age of 60 years for female

dolphins, yet a dolphin living to the estimated age of 67 years has

been observed in the long-studied Sarasota Bay resident dolphin

community (age was estimated in 1984 via GLGs at 34 years, and

then the dolphin was observed for an additional 33 years). Prior

research has suggested fitting the Siler competing risk model using

existing data on well-studied mammalian species and scaling the

model using estimates of longevity for species for which data are

lacking (Barlow and Boveng, 1991). Given our results, we

recommend considering alternative parameters to use for such

interspecies scaling; for example, instead of longevity, Marques

et al. (submitted) used gestation length, a parameter more

straightforward to estimate, for scaling reproduction and survival

parameters among different cetacean species.
PFR Technique

Pectoral flipper radiography also demonstrated a wider

discrepancy in age estimates for older individuals. This was

expected, as accurate age estimation in geriatric individuals is

dependent on the presence of degenerative changes which is a

varied process, not systematic like the growth plate closure assessed

in the younger ages. For example, two 58 year old radiographs

demonstrate vast differences in degenerative changes for the same

age (Figure 10). In other species, numerous factors can influence the

presence and progression of degenerative changes, to include

genetic predisposition, previous injury or infection, and

underlying metabolic disorders. Therefore, further investigation is
FIGURE 9

Cross section of a bottlenose dolphin tooth showing a “pulp stone”
within the GLG layers which could interfere with GLG counts. Image
courtesy of W. McFee.
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warranted to determine the drivers for degenerative change in

dolphins, in addition to than age. In the Sarasota dolphins, some

of the larger PFR errors could also have been influenced by poor

quality radiographs. It is essential to obtain a dorsoventral view of

the carpus, as an oblique view will distort the growth plate

appearance leading to inaccurate scoring. Assessment of the

carpal bones is used to assess the degree of rotation, and caution

should be taken in scoring if an oblique view is present. It can be

challenging to obtain a dorsoventral view in a wild dolphin in a field

situation if the dolphin is not conducive to extending the pectoral

flipper or perhaps has a pathology that prevents full extension such

as poor joint mobility.

A limitation of this study was the retrospective nature of the

sample collection which prevented performing both techniques on

the same individual. As the tooth aging aspect was retrospective

with no tooth extracted for this study, teeth were only available

from archived post-mortem samples, therefore the pectoral flipper

was no longer present to facilitate a paired radiograph. While

having paired samples would likely not have changed our

conclusions of increased error in older age classes and a negative

bias for GLG ages in the oldest dolphins, having a tooth and

radiographs from the same individuals would have allowed us to

examine the correlation in error between the two techniques. In

addition, having the opportunity to section additional teeth from

the same animal can help with obtaining a section which better

displays all of the GLGs.
Comparison of techniques

While no single method is ideal there are advantages and

disadvantages to each of the aforementioned aging techniques. The

advantage of GLG aging is the breadth of data available with this

technique being applied for many decades. The disadvantages are the

specialized skill and equipment required to section the tooth and
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read the GLG layers as well as the tooth extraction being an invasive

procedure for live dolphins, with a small risk of post extraction

infection. Following sectioning the tooth is effectively destroyed so

it’s not viable in valuable samples or museum specimens for

example. The ability to share data and submit samples to experts

could require additional permits for import and export potentially

limiting access from an international conservation perspective. In

pectoral flipper radiographs, the advantages are the ability to obtain

estimates in real-time at the time of health assessment or necropsy,

the electronically shareable data sources allowing international

collaboration and no tissue permit or shipping required and the

quick, accessible non-invasive approach which can also be used on

valuable archived samples. Another advantage is the ability to

estimate sexual maturity across all species with documentation of

physeal plate closure demonstrating the presence or absences of

sexual maturity with sexual hormones being a primary driver for

growth plate closure. The disadvantages of pectoral flipper

radiography are the radiograph machine requirement and the need

for species-specific equations to estimate age as well as some

experience to perform the radiograph assessment. Both techniques

can be performed on Code 1-5 individuals or in properly preserved

museum specimens (Code 1 = live stranding, Code 2 = fresh dead,

Code 3 = moderate decomposition, Code 4 = advanced

decomposition, Code 5 = skeletal remains). From a conservation

perspective, a technique needs to be accurate, practical, and cost-

effective. Considering all of the above factors, PFR is recommended

over GLG analysis when assessing the age of live animals, given the

less invasive nature of the procedure.
Conclusion

This study demonstrated the challenges in accurately

determining the age of older bottlenose dolphins. We

hypothesize that the reason for the reduction in accuracy in
A B

FIGURE 10

Geriatric radiographs in two 58year old dolphins. (A) Is the radiograph of a 57 year old female dolphin. (B) is a 58 year old male dolphin. (A) was
underestimated in age as there are minimal degenerative changes. These radiographs demonstrate both the variability and subjectivity of this
technique at the older age range. Both of these dolphins were in managed care.
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older dolphins could be multifactorial with challenges of

sectioning and visualizing the oldest GLG layers, compression of

GLG layers, lack of laying down of GLG layers at a certain age or

worn teeth inhibiting accuracy due to loss of the perinatal line. In

PFR estimating age in older dolphins is reliant upon degenerative

changes which can be highly variable reducing the accuracy of this

technique in this age group. Caution should be taken when

estimating age in older dolphins and the effect of the potential

negative bias should be considered in incorporating estimates for

life-history analyses.
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